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Introduction

For more than fifteen years, marketers have reaped the benefits of implementing algorithmic 

decision platforms and audience management platforms that are driven by artificial intelligence (AI). 

Some of the most obvious benefits include:

• Optimizing marketing spend

• Reducing churn / increasing loyalty

• Improving acquisition rates at lower cost

• Expanding cross-sell/upsell opportunity

• Increasing average revenue per customer (ARPC)

Broadly speaking, decision/audience management has fallen into two basic categories: advertising 

technology (adtech) and marketing technology (martech).

Adtech’s DNA comes from the AI-driven programmatic placement of paid media to third-party 

websites via exchanges (e.g., The New York Times) and networks (e.g., Google Display Network). 

In addition, these days adtech-focused platforms also enjoy a growing presence in placement 

of owned media to owned digital channels. Traditionally, the business case has been to feed 

the acquisition funnel by reaching out to prospects and driving them in-channel. But today real 

progress has been made in building effective cross-sell and upsell strategies through digital 

channels where adtech platforms are already integrated.

Martech’s DNA has always been about managing the in-channel customer experience; using 

rich customer profiles with tightly integrated contact history and AI to manage, grow, and retain 

relationships across all channels of interaction through the customer life cycle.  Aligning macro-

level marketing strategy to each individual interaction is the name of the game here; with all the 

usual life cycle stages being considered in real time to provide the next-best action pursuit in each 

of those individual interactions to acquire, onboard, welcome, grow, advocate, proactively retain, 

and win back.

Unlock the Power 
of Your DMP
Integrating your third-party DMP  
and decisioning platform to deliver  
omni-channel customer journeys  
across paid and owned media
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Omni-channel customer journeys are increasingly recognized as the best practice standard by 

which organizations need to define, implement, and measure their marketing strategy and assign 

marketing spend. It has become apparent that there are technology, organizational, and capability 

gaps in maintaining adtech and martech silos. These gaps prevent us from effectively driving 

toward coherent, profitable, and delightful customer experiences across both owned and paid 

media, throughout the entire customer life cycle.

And yet, with the growing maturity of data management platform (DMP) implementations—

combined with greater adoption and utilization of decision management platforms—these two 

unique worlds of adtech and martech can be bridged, with pre-built technology solutions that 

deliver new, previously unachievable use cases.

The Growing Importance of the DMP to  
Your Organization

As organizations work to optimize each unique journey across channels, the adtech and 

martech components must be evaluated based on their roles and contribution, including: data 

management, analytics, orchestration, and activation. Often these components are focused on a 

limited number of channels and media. Capabilities such as the DMP have an opportunity to play a 

broader role by supporting a larger set of media and channels.

Many organizations have begun the journey 

of moving away from an agency-owned 

DMP to implementing their own. This is 

largely due to the valuable data assets 

contained in the DMP and the desire to more 

broadly manage the audiences with whom 

they are engaging. As DMP adoption has 

increased, organizations are learning that 

the DMP is one of the few places where the 

democratization of data and audiences can 

occur to support both media and channels.

Traditionally, the role of the DMP was 

to support the media group’s creation 

of audiences for programmatic display 

media. See Figure 1 for examples of how 

organizations are using the DMP today.
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The DMP is uniquely positioned to enable organizations to leverage audiences and data from both 

media and channels to help unify the consumer journey. The consumer journey is not a linear path-

rarely does the consumer move from display media to the advertiser’s website, and then to the 

shopping cart to purchase. There are a multitude of different paths for the consumer to take; and 

the DMP can support this journey by linking these paths in a singular reference point for audiences 

and segments. 

Why the Market Demands a Solution

Today, customer centricity is at the heart of many organizations. To be successful in achieving 

customer centricity, there must be an integration of capabilities. A unified set of capabilities must 

be present to allow the identification of audiences irrespective of channel or medium; and all 

data must flow freely from each engagement to the next. In the absence of data and audience 

democratization, an organization is customer centric only in its mind. The lack of unification will also 

inhibit the organization’s ability to understand its customers and measure the effectiveness of its 

marketing efforts. Organizations must unify marketing technologies to achieve customer centricity.

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

Prospecting

1. Using third-party cookie data
2. Using models scored outside the DMP
3. Using segments from first-party and third-party data 

          (created in DMP)
4. Using look-alike targeting

Remarketing
5. Using segments from online and offline customer data 

         (created in DMP)

Cross-sell/upsell 6. Using existing customer data

Personalization 7. Creating relevant, personalized content for ad units/website

Branding
8. Leveraging online data to target primary audience and 

         increase media efficiency

Cross-channel targeting
9.  Use data across channels to trigger more coordination across 

email, display, and website

Figure 1. Modern DMP Use Cases

Business Drivers for Integrating Your DMP with 
Decisioning Technology

It’s important to keep business objectives front and center when integrating marketing technology 

systems. With this guiding principle, we defined which business drivers can be sought when 

planning customer journeys across different interaction types. Figure 2 highlights which part of the 

technology stack facilitates the delivery of content to each customer interaction.

It’s important to note how the DMP and decision management capability—enabled by Pega® 

Customer Decision Hub—sit at the center of these interactions, utilizing their inherent centralization 

of contact history and audience definitions to orchestrate a coherent, consistent strategy:
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Figure 2: Business Drivers

1.  Known customers via exchanges = cross-sell/upsell/retention/win back 
Delivers next-best offer into your DMP, driving audience selection into exchange auctioned paid media channels 

2.  Known customers via networks = cross-sell/upsell/retention/win back 
Delivers next-best offer into ad networks, driving direct audience selection into paid media networks 

3.  “Known unknown” users = increased acquisition 
Delivers next-best offer across multiple containers in owned web to anonymous users using first-, second-, and 
third-party data retrieved from your DMP

4.  Unauthenticated known customers = increased cross-sell /upsell 
Delivers next-best offer across multiple containers in owned web to known customers before they have logged 
in, using first-, second-, and third-party data retrieved from your DMP and known customer profile (with CRM ID)

5.  Authenticated known customers = increased cross-sell /upsell 
Delivers next-best offer across multiple containers in owned web to known customers after they have logged 
in, using first-, second-, and third-party data retrieved from your DMP and known customer profile (with CRM ID)

6.  Known customers in inbound channels = cross-sell/upsell/retention 
Delivers next-best offer via multiple containers across all inbound channels to known customers, using known 
customer profile (with CRM ID) – DMP data loaded in to customer profile offline

7.  Known customers in outbound channels = cross-sell/upsell/retention 
Delivers next-best offer across multiple containers via all outbound channels to known customers, using known 
customer profile (with CRM ID) – DMP data loaded in to customer profile offline

WEBSITE
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CLIENT
WEBSITE

DECISION 
MANAGMENT

THIRD-PARTY 
DMP

DSP

NETWORKS

OUTBOUND

INBOUND

= Real-time = Batch = Authenticated = Unauthenticated
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The Four Foundational Use Cases

Let’s run through some arguments for integrating your DMP with decisioning technology, which 

requires the integration of your owned media channels and paid media through your third-party 

DMP or ad exchange channels. The four examples we explore include:

1. Pursue in-channel leads

2. Pursue third-party website leads

3. Win back churned customers

4. Deliver channel-aware paid media

This is, by no means, an exhaustive list of use cases that can be sought with this capability, but 

rather a collection of use cases that need full integration in order to be value-adding. If you have 

these four examples covered, then you have the capability to create any additional use cases nec-

essary to build customer journeys across owned media and paid media via exchange channels.

Each foundational use case is defined throughout Figures 3-6 below, including the detailed sce-

nario that a customer would experience as they navigate through the use case, and how the inte-

grated technologies need to work together to deliver each step.

Figure 3. Use Case #1: Pursue in-channel leads

1. Customer calls into call center
• Pega Customer Decision Hub delivers next-best offer (e.g., gold credit card)
• Agent communicates next-best offer to customer
• Customer is interested but wants to think about it

Outcome: “Maybe later” response collected for gold credit card

2.  Pega Customer Decision Hub places customer in “gold credit card follow-up” segment inside your 
third-party DMP via flat file upload

• Dedicated gold credit card audience in DMP consumes “gold credit card follow-up” segment to 
inform audience selection and bidding parameters

• Customer arrives on third-party website
• Customer driven in market to gold credit card’s website
• Customer shown more detail on the offer

Outcome: Customer converts the gold credit card offer online

3. Demand Slide Platform (DSP) bids high for placement of gold credit card content
• Customer is shown gold credit card content

Outcome: Customer clicks on the gold credit card content

WEBSITE
VIA EXCHANGE

CLIENT
WEBSITE

DECISION 
MANAGMENT

DSP

[#3]

1 2 3
 gold credit card follow-up

gold credit card

THIRD-PARTY 
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Figure 4. Use Case #2: Pursue third-party website leads

1. Customer arrives on third-party website
• Customer has visited a number of auto websites
• Customer propensity and value (P*V) for jumbo mortgage is highest; auto loans is fourth
• DMP places auto loan ad on third-party website 

Outcome: Customer clicks ad but doesn’t convert

2. Customer calls call center to say they want an auto loan
• Pega Customer Decision Hub makes same offer shown on auto website on The Boston 

Globe site
• Customer completes application with call center rep
• Rep says, “We also have competitive mortgage rates and have been ranked first in mort-

gage servicing by Consumer Reports”
Outcome: Auto loan sale, mortgage tickler
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CLIENT
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[#3]

1 2
Next-best action  

“auto loan”
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Figure 5. Use Case #3: Win back churned customers

1. Customer arrives on third-party website
• DMP places retention ad on third-party website because customer is medium churn risk

Outcome: Customer does not on click ad

2. Customer calls the call center to say they want to leave
• Pega Customer Decision Hub makes same retention offer shown in The Boston Globe
• Customer enters negotiation but we fail; medium churn risk assigned = lower budget

Outcome:  “Close account” response collected in call center

3.  Pega Customer Decision Hub places customer in “win-back high-value” segment inside DMP via flat 
file upload

• Dedicated win-back audience in DMP consumes “win-back high-value” segment to inform audience 
selection/bidding parameters

• Customer arrives on third-party website
• DSP bids high for placement of win-back campaign
• Customer is shown win-back campaign

Outcome: Customer clicks on the win-back campaign

4. Customer driven to first-party website
• Customer shown more detail on the offer

Outcome: Customer accepts the win-back bundle and is re-acquired
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Figure 6. Use Case #4: Deliver channel-aware paid media

1. Customer arrives on third-party website
• DMP has the customer in the travel card campaign audience

Outcome: Customer does not click through travel card campaign

2. Customer calls the call center
• Customer offered the travel card but declines the offer—it’s the third offer rejection
• Pega Customer Decision Hub selects the customer OUT of the travel card campaign

Outcome: DMP does not purchase the travel card ad

3.  Pega Customer Decision Hub updates P*V  for all offers, and jumbo mortgage is 
prioritized highest

• DMP selects the customer into the jumbo mortgage campaign
• DMP places an ad for jumbo mortgage
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How can you get started?
Together, Merkle | Comet and Pega® have a pre-tested, scalable, and validated set of intellectual 

property (IP) and approaches to help your organization build and integrate your third-party DMP 

with Pega’s Customer Decision Hub to drive real business results. To get started, send an email to 

marketing@merkleinc.com to schedule an introductory discussion with our experts: 

Unlock the Power of Your DMP with Merkle | Comet 
and Pegasystems

You may have explored integrating your third-party DMP with other marketing technologies within 

your organization. Connecting your DMP to the martech and adtech stacks through a decisioning 

platform enables you to:

• Maximize the value of your DMP investment

• Enable real-time targeting across paid, owned, and earned media channels

Merkle | Comet and Pegasystems can provide a two-way integration of your third-party DMP with 

Pega’s decisioning technology, Pega® Customer Decision Hub—and is unique in the marketplace. 

Having this unique capability enables: 

1
2 3 4

Next-best offer to 
pass through your 
third-party DMP 
from the Pega 
Customer Decision 
Hub and actioned 
via the demand-side 
platform (DSP).

Click-throughs on 
DSP-purchased media 
are funneled back to 
your third-party DMP 
and Pega Customer 
Decision Hub; all to be 
actionable in channel 
(e.g., call center).

DMP segment data is 
made available and 
actionable to Pega 
Customer Decision Hub 
in real time, enabling 
the placement of owned 
media to your owned 
digital channels (e.g., 
website) for anonymous 
(known-unknown), 
unauthenticated-known, 
and authenticated-
known visitors.

Each impression and 
consumer action 
occurring throughout 
the stack is centrally 
placed in your CRM 
contact history, 
which is accessible 
by Pega Customer 
Decision Hub to 
manage an extended 
customer journey via 
paid media channels.

marketing@merkleinc.com
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MATTHEW MOBLEY
Chief Technology Officer, Merkle

Twitter | LinkedIn

Matt leads Merkle’s Enterprise Technology Group and has 20 years of IT experience, 

with 16 years focused on marketing technologies. Merkle’s Enterprise Technology Group 

is focused on marketing technology innovations that enable Merkle’s clients to achieve 

people-based marketing. These innovations are focused around Connected Recognition, 

cross-channel event management, real-time interaction management, and delivering 

personalized optimized consumer experiences.

With experience spanning traditional data warehousing, big data management, analysis, 

and channel execution, Matt has helped clients evolve and improve their people-based 

marketing programs. These efforts have included the integration of traditional and digital 

channels and media in order to support acquisition, retention, and loyalty.

Prior to joining Merkle, Matt was a senior executive with other leading marketing service 

providers. In those roles, he managed client marketing solutions, enterprise decision 

management, and marketing consulting practices. For one of those marketing service 

providers, Matt established and led the European consulting practice that provided 

strategic marketing advisory services covering marketing strategy, advanced analytics, and 

marketing technology. He has provided these services across multiple industries: financial 

services, retail, telecommunications, travel, and entertainment.

Matt was a member of the United States Air Force.

NICHOLAS GENT
Practice Lead – Intellectual Property, Merkle | Comet

Twitter | LinkedIn

Nick leads the Intellectual Property practice for Merkle | Comet in North America. His role 

is to accelerate the delivery of decisioning programs by providing prebuilt, best-in-class 

decisioning architectures that are proven to perform at scale and deliver millions of dollars 

in benefits for clients. 

Nick has 10 years’ experience implementing and supporting decision management solu-

tions into some of the world’s largest and most complex organizations including Everything 

Everywhere, Vodafone, BSkyB, Royal Bank of Scotland, Elisa, Comcast, Verizon Wireless, 

DIRECTV, Cox Communications, Fifth Third Bank, GM OnStar, and PNC Bank.

https://twitter.com/MatthewCMobley
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewmobley/
https://twitter.com/nickgent
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholas-gent-55174314
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About Merkle
Merkle is a leading data-driven, technology—enabled, global performance marketing agency that 

specializes in the delivery of unique, personalized customer experiences across platforms and 

devices.  For more than 25 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have 

partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. The agency’s heritage 

in data, technology, and analytics forms the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding 

consumer insights that drive people-based marketing strategies. When combined with its strength 

in performance creative and media, Merkle creates customer experiences that drive improved 

marketing results and shareholder value.  M1, Merkle’s end-to-end, people-based insights, planning, 

and activation platform, enables clients to target known individuals and reach them across media 

and channels, throughout the customer life cycle. With more than 4,100 employees, Merkle is 

headquartered in Columbia, Maryland with 16 additional offices in the US and 8 offices in Europe 

and Asia. In 2016, the agency joined the Dentsu Aegis Network. For more information, contact 

Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.

About Merkle | Comet
With over 10 years designing, implementing and managing customer interaction programs and 

technology, Merkle | Comet is a leading force in helping ensure that customers everywhere can 

experience a personalized-and personal-real-time relationship with some of the largest companies 

in the world. Our clients include leaders in telecommunications, banking, insurance, travel, 

transportation and retail. Our technical expertise runs broad and deep, covering CRM, CVM and 

Decisioning technologies and practices on multiple platforms such as Pega, IBM Unica, SAS, Adobe, 

Teradata and more. In a marketing era in which authentic, personalized customer relationships are 

not a nice-to-have but a must-do, Merkle | Comet are the must-have customer interaction experts. 

For more information, contact Merkle | Comet at (470) 210-0004 in the US or +44 20 7151 0685 or 

visit www.cometgc.com. 

About Pega
Pegasystems Inc. is a leader in software that streamlines business and enhances customer 

engagement in Global 3000 organizations. With more than 30 years of proven innovation, Pega 

seamlessly connects organizations with their customers across multiple channels in real time using 

market-leading CRM, advanced artificial intelligence, and powerful automation.  www.pega.com.  

Matt Nolan
Product Director, Marketing Technology,  Pegasystems

Twitter | LinkedIn | Company’s LinkedIn

Matthew Nolan is Product Director, Marketing Technology at Pegasystems, enabling 

the product vision and go-to-market strategy for Pega’s marketing technology software 

portfolio.  Before joining Pega, Matt was General Manager of the National Data Coop 

at Target Analytics, and served as Director of Modeling, Analytics & Data Services for 

Blackbaud, Inc.  Matt has worked in Marketing Technology since 2001, in a variety of 

performance marketing, product management, and customer analytics roles. He speaks 

regularly at industry events, is an active supporter of the American Red Cross, and has held 

membership in the Society for American Baseball Research (SABR) since 2004.

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners

http://www.merkleinc.com
http://www.cometgc.com/
https://www.pega.com/" www.pega.com.
https://twitter.com/NolanMatthew
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nolanmatthew/
http://inkedin.com/company/pegasystems



